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Abstract

Dummy is one of the main methods used to protect
location privacy. In existing methods, the efficiency of
dummy generation is low, and the geographical semantic
information of location is not fully taken into account.
In order to solve these problems, a k -anonymous loca-
tion privacy protection method of dummy based on geo-
graphical semantics was proposed in this paper. Firstly,
the location data set in the rectangle region containing
the real location is obtained from WiFi APs. Secondly,
adopting the multicenter clustering algorithm based on
max-min distance, some locations are selected. Its geo-
graphical distance between them is the farthest, and a
candidate set of dummies is generated. Finally, by cal-
culating the edit-distance between geographic name’s in-
formation of locations, the semantic similarity between
any two locations in the candidate set is obtained, and
k -1 locations with the minimum semantic similarity are
selected as dummies. Experimental results show that the
proposed method can ensure the physical dispersion and
semantic diversity of locations, as well as the improve-
ment of the efficiency of dummy generation. Meanwhile,
the balance between privacy protection security and query
service quality is achieved.

Keywords: Clustering Center; Dummy; Geographic Se-
mantics; k-anonymous; Location Privacy Protection; Se-
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1 Introduction

With the development of mobile location technology
and wireless communication technology, a large number
of mobile devices in the market have capacity of GPS
precise positioning, which makes location-based service

(LBS) become one of the most promising services to mo-
bile users [33]. However, when LBS provide convenience
and great benefits to the society, its problem of sensi-
tive information leakage has attached more attentions by
many people. Because user’s location is shared among
different location service providers (LSPs), untrustwor-
thy third parties can easily steal user’s privacy via an-
alyzing and comparing these locations’ information [35].
For example, through capturing recent users’ trace, some
information can be analyzed by adversary such as home
addresses, workplaces, and health conditions, etc. There-
fore, it is necessary to ensure the safety of users’ location
privacy.

Currently, in order to prevent the leakage of privacy
information, many different methods are proposed by ex-
perts and scholars, including fuzzy method, encryption
method and strategy-based method. Because of the bet-
ter reliability, the fuzzy method is the most commonly
used in the field of location privacy protection, which is
mainly realized by means of spatial anonymity or dummy
technology. The spatial anonymous method usually needs
the help of Fully-Trusted Third Party (TTP) [16]. When
a location query service is needed, the mobile user first
sends the query request to the TTP, a k -anonymous re-
gion containing the user’s location is generated by the
TTP and then it will be sent to the LBS server for query.
In this method, if the area of k -anonymous region is
too large, it not only consumes more time, but also re-
duces the accuracy of the query result. Meanwhile, TTP
is easy to become a bottleneck of system. However, in
the dummy-based location privacy protection, TTP and
anonymous region are not required, and the dummy loca-
tions are generated by mobile clients. Thus, it can com-
pensate the above disadvantages of spatial anonymous
methods well.

In the dummy-based location privacy protection, in or-
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der to improve the efficiency of dummy location genera-
tion and the query service quality, a k -anonymous loca-
tion privacy protection method of dummy based on ge-
ographical semantics was proposed. In this paper, we
give full consideration to the geographical semantic in-
formation features of locations. Firstly, adopting multi-
center clustering algorithm based on max-min distance
(MCAMD) [24], a number of cluster centers are gener-
ated by clustering calculation, which constitute a candi-
date set of dummies. Then, using edit-distance [37] to
calculate semantic similarity of geographic name’s infor-
mation among elements in candidate set, and k -1 loca-
tions with the minimum semantic similarity are selected
as dummies. The proposed method can meet semantic
l -diversity and physical dispersion of locations, and im-
prove the efficiency of dummies generation. Furthermore,
it improves the query service quality.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) A dummy selection method considering the geo-
graphical semantic information characteristics of lo-
cations is proposed, which balanced the contradiction
between privacy protection and query quality.

2) A multi-center clustering algorithm based on the
max-min distance method is used to generate can-
didate set of dummies, which can ensure the physical
dispersion of the dummies.

3) We calculate the semantic similarity between geo-
graphic name’s information of locations, and the lo-
cations with the smallest semantic similarity is se-
lected as the dummies, which ensures the semantic
diversity of the dummies.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work of location privacy protec-
tion. Section 3 gives system model of this paper. Sec-
tion 4 describes two algorithms and analysis. Section 5
gives the experimental results and performance analysis
as compared with other related methods. Finally, we con-
clude our paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The location privacy protection method is divided into
two main categories according to the system architec-
ture, including distributed structure [21]based on Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) [23]and central server structure based on
TTP [29]. In the distributed structure, location pri-
vacy protection is accomplished through collaboration be-
tween users. Chow et al. [4, 6, 7] proposed a P2P-based
spatial anonymity method. In these methods, the k -
anonymous privacy protection based on distributed ar-
chitecture is achieved by using location information of
neighbors’ node, but the security of the neighbors’ node
is ignored. The P2P-based scheme is simple and flexi-
ble, but which greatly increases various overhead of the
smart phone. Furthermore, users are mobile rather than

static [34]. In a centralized structure based on TTP, a
method of location privacy protection based on TTP is
proposed by Zhou et al. [36]. This structure mode has
good effect of privacy protection, but TTP also needs to
be protected. Li et al. [12] proposed a location privacy
protection scheme based on efficient information cache,
which reduces the number of times that the users’ access
to TTP, the query efficiency is improved, and the prob-
ability of information leakage is reduced, but the burden
of the mobile client is increased.

In addition, Cheng et al. [3] put forward an indepen-
dent structure model, and users protect location privacy
according to their own abilities and knowledge. The struc-
ture of this method is simple, which is easy to merge with
other structures, but it requires high performance for mo-
bile clients. Li et al. [11] put forward a multi-server archi-
tecture, users can be divided into different subsets accord-
ing to the security requirements, and each location server
can only obtain partial subset. The concealment of loca-
tion is improved in this method, but it is mainly suitable
for the social network. Mouratidis et al. [15] put forward
a location privacy protection method based on privacy
information retrieval, and its location privacy protection
is implemented by using retrieval and encryption. The
location privacy is well protected in this method, but it
increases the overhead of communication and hardware,
and reduces the query service quality. With the matu-
rity and popularity of cloud service technology, Kim et
al. [10] proposed a location privacy protection method
based on searchable encryption. By accessing to the cloud
server in the encrypted state, the security of location data
and query records is guaranteed, but query efficiency and
query accuracy need to be improved further.

In the recent researches, k -anonymity [25] is still the
mainstream method of location privacy protection, which
was born in the relational database, and its key attribute
is dealt with using generalization and fuzzy technology.
So none of the records can be distinguished from other k -
1 records, and the location anonymity is realized. The
method of k -anonymity location privacy protection is
mainly divided into spatial region anonymity and dummy
anonymity. Gruteser et al. [5] proposed a k-anonymity
location privacy protection method, and its location pri-
vacy is protected by constructing k -anonymous region.
The region must meet two conditions: 1) The area of the
region reaches a certain value; 2) There are k users in the
region. Due to the above tow limitations, the effect of lo-
cation privacy protection is improved, but all users must
have the same location anonymity requirement. Bamba et
al. [1] put forward a method of grid partition, which pro-
vide two algorithms: Top-Down Grid Cloaking algorithm
and Bottom-Up Grid algorithm, which can be selected ac-
cording to the users’ needs. Xu et al. [27] proved that the
size of k -anonymous region has a great impact on the ac-
curacy of query results, which provides guidance for the
research of anonymous region partition. On this basis,
some anonymous region construction methods with var-
ious geometric shapes were presented in [20, 26, 30, 31].
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However, these methods have two serious shortcomings:
First, it must rely on TTP, but TTP is not absolutely se-
cure, and it’s easy to become the bottleneck of the system.
Second, the size of anonymous region and the accuracy of
query results are a pair of contradiction, and the larger
the anonymous region, the better the effect of privacy
protection, but the accuracy of the query results will be
reduced.

Because of these above serious shortcomings in the
spatial anonymity method, the k -anonymity method of
dummy has been widely used. The dummy method was
first introduced into the location privacy protection by
Kido et al. [8, 9] in 2005. And then Lu et al. [14] pro-
posed a method of randomly adding dummy locations in
a circular or rectangular region, users can select dummy
locations in the region according to their demands. Sev-
eral dummy-based privacy protection methods for contin-
uous queries in mobile trajectories were proposed in doc-
ument [13,28,32]. Niu et al. [18] took into account the ad-
versaries’ attack with background information, and DLS
algorithm and improved DLS algorithm were proposed.
Then, Niu et al. [19] introduced cache mechanism into
the location privacy protection, a cache-based dummy se-
lection algorithm (CaDSA) was proposed, which has im-
proved the query efficiency. Next, Niu et al. [17] pro-
posed a mobile location privacy protection scheme named
DUMMY-T, which aims to protect user’s location pri-
vacy from background attacks, the dummy is generated
by the dummy location generation (DLG) algorithm, and
dummy path is generated by the dummy path construc-
tion (DPC) algorithm, which ensure the security of loca-
tion privacy. Sun et al. [22] selected dummy locations by
probability estimation, which can prevent probability at-
tack, and solve the problem that attackers can judge the
real location information by analyzing historical records.

3 System Model

3.1 Attack Model

In location-based services, common attacks include
background attack, probability attack and semantic at-
tack. For background attacks, location privacy is usually
protected by eliminating the link between background in-
formation and the user’s current location. In general, in
order to overcome the probability attack, after obtaining
the history query record of the query user, the locations
with high query probability is used as the dummies to
confuse the attacker. However, there are many forms of
semantic attack, so the difficulty of protection is large.

In existing study, most methods select dummy accord-
ing to query probability, which seldom consider the lo-
cation’s geographical semantic information, and adver-
saries can easily obtain user’ location by analyzing the
geographical semantic information. As shown in Figure 1,
solid triangle A represents real position, Hollow circle rep-
resents dummy candidate set, and solid circle B and C
represent the selected dummy locations.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: A sample of the location similarity attack: (a)
Semantic features; (b) Geographical features

As shown in Figure 1(a), A, B and C are the selected
dummy locations, assuming that the three locations are in
the hospital, and adversaries can easily identify that users
have health problems through semantic analysis. The se-
lected dummies are too close to the real location in Figure
1(b), adversaries can easily find the exact location of the
user by computing geographical distance. Therefore, the
selection of dummies should consider the geographical se-
mantic information of the location as much as possible,
which can ensure the physical dispersion and semantic
diversity of all locations including the real location, and
further improve the effect of location privacy protection.

In order to prevent location privacy leakage due to ge-
ographical semantic attacks, Chen et al. [2] proposed a
dummy selection method based on semantic-aware. The
physical dispersion and semantic diversity of dummies are
guaranteed. However, this method needs to repeatedly
calculate the physical distance and semantic distance be-
tween all locations, and the efficiency is relatively low
when location data is large. Furthermore, it needs con-
struct semantic tree for locations in WiFi APs to compute
the semantic distance, the burden of WiFi APs and the
time of preprocessing is increased, and the service quality
is reduced.

3.2 System Structure

In the TTP-based central server model, if users initi-
ate more queries, TTP is easy to become a system bot-
tleneck. Furthermore, TTP is not absolutely safe and
reliable. Once TTP is attacked, all locations privacy will
be leaked. So, we use a system model without TTP in
this paper, and the generation of dummies and the send-
ing of query requests are all accomplished by the mobile
client. The system structure model is shown in Figure 2.

In this system structure, the mobile user obtains the
location information of the region including the real loca-
tion from WiFi APs, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Firstly, by adopting the MCAMD algorithm, a number of
cluster centers are generated in mobile client. These lo-
cations are the farthest from each other, the dummy can-
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Figure 2: System structure model

didate set is generated from them. Then, the semantic
similarity is calculated for the location information of the
candidate set, and the k -1 locations with the minimum
semantic similarity are selected as the dummies. Finally,
the mobile user sends k -1 dummies and real location to
the LBS server to query.

Figure 3: Selected location region

Figure 4: Geographical location in the region

3.3 Definition

Definition 1. Let Rs represents the selected rectangular
area, and Sn = {l1, l2, · · · , ln} represents the set of loca-
tions in the rectangle region.

Definition 2. Let lphi represents the physical distance
between any two locations, and lsem represents the set of
locations in the rectangle region.

Definition 3. Let S1 = {l1, l2, · · · , lm} represents the
candidate set that satisfies physical dispersion, and S2 =

{l1, l2, · · · , lk−1} represents the dummy set that satisfies
semantic diversity. Let lreal represents the user’s location,
and the location result set includes the dummy set S2 and
real location lreal.

Definition 4. If the semantic similarity between li and lj

satisfies the following conditions: 1− |SEMti
|

C2
k
≥ θ, where

SEMti = {lsem|lsem(li, lj) ≤ l}, k=|RSti |, C2
k is a combi-

nation formulas, l is the default threshold of the semantic
diversity. Then, the result set RSti is called a θ-security
set, and the purpose of privacy protection is to get the
maximum value of θ by 1, the semantic similarity between
li and lj is equal or less than 0.2.

4 Algorithmic Description

The proposed method of dummy generation is imple-
mented by the following two algorithms: The dummy can-
didate set S1 is generated through cluster calculation in
Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 2, the dummy set S2 is gener-
ated by calculating semantic similarity of locations in the
candidate set S1.

4.1 Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1: Calculating physical distance and obtain-
ing dummy locations set.

Input: Location data set Sn, demand parameter m.

Output: Generate a dummy candidate set S1.

Step 1: Given γ value, 0 < γ < 1.

Step 2: The real location lreal is taken as the first cluster
center Z1.

Step 3: Find the location that it is the farthest location
from Z1, which is treated as a second Cluster center
Z2.

Step 4: For each li of the remaining objects in Sn, its
distance to Z1 and Z2 is Di1 and Di2. Assumed
that D12 is the distance between Z1 and Z2, if Di =
max{min(Di1, Di2)}(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) and Di > γ ·
D12, then take li as the third Cluster center Z3.

Step 5: And so on, get all the v clustering centers that
conforms to the conditions. When max-min distance
is lower than γ ·D12, the calculation for finding the
cluster center is finished.

Step 6: Suppose v represents the number of cluster cen-
ters obtained by calculation, judge:

1) If v ≥ m, the algorithm is over, then Step 7,

2) If v < m, re-select the γ value, and turn to Step
1.

Step 7: The dummy candidate set S1 is generated.
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4.2 Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2: Calculating semantic similarity and ob-
taining dummy location result set.

Input: Location candidate set S1, semantic diversity pa-
rameter threshold l.

Output: Location result set S2.

Step 1: Matching each character of the place name infor-
mation in turn, and ignore the same prefix characters
with the same matching values. Then, get two new
character strings A and B.

Step 2: Suppose that the string A contains i charac-
ters and it is represented as A=a1a2a3Lai; the string
B contains j characters and it is represented as
B=b1b2b3Lbj .

Step 3: A dynamic programming matrix of i+1 columns
and j +1 rows is constructed. The last element ob-
tained from D [i, j ] is ed(A,B).

Step 4: If j =0, return i and then exit; if i=0, return j
and then exit.

Step 5: The first row is initialized to 0,1,L,i ; the first
column is initialized to 0,1,L,j.

Step 6: Assign values for each element in the matrix: if
ai=bi, then D [i, j ]=D [i -1, j -1]; if ai 6=bi, then D [i,
j ]=1+min(D [i -1, j -1], D [i -1, j ], D [i, j -1]).

Step 7: Repeat step 6, until all the values in the matrix
are obtained, the final edit-distance is D [i, j ].

Step 8: Calculating similarity matching index S (A, B)
through D [i, j ], that is Semantic similarity.

Step 9: Select the k -1 locations with the minimum se-
mantic similarity, and dummy result set S2 is gener-
ated.

4.3 Algorithm 1 Description

Using the MCAMD algorithm to compute cluster cen-
ter for location geographic coordinates in a square region,
several cluster centers are obtained, which are selected
as dummy candidate set. The MCAMD algorithm is a
clustering algorithm based on heuristic, which takes as
far away objects as cluster centers according to Euclidean
distance. Firstly, a sample object is used as the first clus-
ter center, and then a sample which is the farthest from
the first cluster center is selected as the second cluster
center. Then determine the other cluster centers, until
there is not new cluster center. After determining all the
clustering centers, the clustering sample set including m
samples is taken as dummy location candidate set.

The example of cluster center calculation is shown in
Figure 5, there are ten locations in the region. Accord-
ing to Algorithm 1, l1 is selected as first cluster center,

and then l5 is selected as second cluster center, and then
third cluster center l9 is determined. After clustering cal-
culation, three clustering centers are obtained, and the
dummy location candidate set is generated.

Figure 5: Example of MCAMDA algorithm

When determining the cluster center, the real location
is used as the initial cluster center Z1. If li is selected as
the i -th clustering center, the conditions must be satisfied.

Di > γ ·D12(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (1)

where Di = max{min(Di1, Di2)}(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) , D12 =
|Z2 − Z1|, γ is the test parameter in the algorithm, it’s
usual value is 0.5 ≤ γ < 1.

4.4 Algorithm 2 Description

Algorithm 2 computes semantic similarity for location
information of dummy candidate set. Firstly, accord-
ing to the characteristics of Chinese geographical names,
the same prefix in place name information is eliminated.
Then, by calculating semantic similarity for the remain-
ing string of place name through the edit-distance, the
efficiency and the accuracy of calculation is improved.
For example, “Guangzhou second middle school” and
“Guangzhou Tie Yi middle school” are two strings of Chi-
nese place name. The characters of “Guangzhou” do not
have any meaning for the calculation of semantic similar-
ity in the two place name strings, and which also affect
the accuracy of the calculation results. So “Guangzhou”
is eliminated as a prefix in the calculation.

D [i, j ] is the edit-distance of the dynamic programming
matrix, and the cost of the each edit operation is between
0 and 1. And it can be set different values according to
the requirements. In this paper, the value is set to 0 or
1. if ai = bi, the cost of replacement is 0. Otherwise,
the cost of all edit operations is 1. In Equation (2), D
is a dynamic programming matrix, which represents the
edit-distance between string A= “Second middle school”
and string B= “Tie Yi middle school”.

D =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 1 2 3 4
1 1 2 3 4
2 2 2 3 4
3 3 3 2 3
4 4 4 3 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2)
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The edit-distance between the two strings is obtained
by calculating, which is D [i, j ]=D [4, 4]=2. Using Equa-
tion (3) to calculate the similarity matching index be-
tween the strings, that is semantic similarity. The seman-
tic similarity is 0.5.

S(A,B) = 1− D[i, j]

max{|A|, |B|}
(3)

Where |A| and |B| represents the length of two strings
respectively, and the maximum length of string S is used
to calculate semantic similarity.

At last, according to the Equation (4), the k locations
with the minimum semantic similarity including the real
location are obtained.

Argmin(S(li, lj)) (4)

4.5 Algorithm Analysis

In this paper, firstly, adopting the MCAMD Algorithm,
to select the m(m > 2k) locations with the maximum
distance from each other as dummies, dummy candidate
set including the real location is generated. Then, by
calculating the semantic similarity of the locations in the
candidate set, the k locations including the real location
are selected as the result set. So physical dispersion and
semantic diversity of k locations are ensured.

In Algorithm 1, the candidate set of dummies is gener-
ated by clustering calculation, and the physical dispersion
between different locations is guaranteed. The clustering
results of the algorithm are related to the selection of pa-
rameter γ and the first cluster center Z1, and the real
location is used as the initial cluster center. To make
sure that the numbers of samples in the candidate set is
enough, the number of cluster centers m satisfy the condi-
tion of m > 2k. In this paper, the initial parameter value
of γ is 0.5.

In Algorithm 2, the semantic similarity of geographic
name’s information is obtained by calculating the edit-
distance. In the calculation, the more similar the char-
acter in the two strings are, the smaller the edit-distance
is, while the greater the semantic similarity is. When the
two strings are exactly the same, the edit-distance is 0,
and the semantic similarity is 1.

5 Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we use a real map of Guangzhou from Google
maps, and select the 55 WiFi APs in the 8km×8km. The
hardware environment of the experiment is as follows:
3.2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with memory size of 4
GB. The operating system is Windows 7. The proposed
method is implemented by Eclipse development platform
and Java programming language.

Table 1 is configured for the default parameters of the
experiment.

5.1 Average Execution Time

Firstly, the efficiency of the proposed method is ver-
ified through experiment. In dummy location selection
method considering semantic similarity, we compare the
average execution time of dummy locations with Max-
MinDistDS [2], SimpMaxMinDistDS [2] and the proposed
method. The average execution time of dummy locations
of the three methods is shown in Table 2.

In Figure 6, we compare the efficiency of generating
dummies with MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
the proposed method. As the Figure 6(a) shown, with
the increase of k, the MaxMinDistDS algorithm takes
much more time than the proposed method. As the Fig-
ure 6(b) shown, when k < 5, the average execution time
of SimpMaxMinDistDS algorithm is slightly larger than
that of the proposed method, when k≥5, the average ex-
ecution time of SimpMaxMinDistDS algorithm is much
larger than that of the proposed method. As can be seen
from Figure 6, with the increase of k, the efficiency of the
proposed method is more and more advantageous than
the other two algorithms.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Average generation time of dummy: (a) Com-
parison between MaxMinDistDS and the proposed; (b)
Comparison between SimpMaxMinDistDS and the pro-
posed

In addition, we compare the efficiency of generating
dummies with Random [9], Rotation [32], Footprint [28]
and DUMMY-T [17] algorithm, as shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, with the increase of k,
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Table 1: Experimental default parameter configuration

Parameter Value
k [2, 16]
l ≤0.2
γ 16km×16km

Location set 10000
Space range (km2) 8×8

WiFi APs Coverage range(m) 800

Table 2: Average execution time vs. k

k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MaxMinDistDS 0.07s 1.69s 13s 106.27s 295.41s 592.91s 899.45s

SimpMaxMinDistDS 0.02s 0.028s 0.044s 0.058s 0.0144s 0.186s 0.22s
Proposed 0.009s 0.013s 0.015s 0.018s 0.019s 0.022s 0.026s

Figure 7: Average generation time of dummy

the average execution time of these algorithms is all in-
creasing. Among them, the average execution time of the
proposed and Random algorithm is smaller than other
three algorithms. The average execution time of Ran-
dom algorithm is the least, and the average execution
time of the Rotation algorithm is the most. As the Fig-
ure 7 shown, when k≤4, the average execution time of
Footprint, DUMMY-T and the proposed method are the
same. When k > 4, The difference in the execution time of
the five algorithms is getting bigger and bigger. With the
increase of k, average dummy generation time of the pro-
posed method is larger than that of Random algorithm,
but it is smaller than the other three algorithms.

Through the analysis of efficiency comparison exper-
iments, it is found that the efficiency of the proposed
method is higher than the other three algorithms ex-
cept Random algorithm. The Random algorithm is ran-
domization, and the effect of privacy protection is rela-
tively poor. The experimental results show that, when
the anonymity is large, the proposed method is more ef-
ficient under the condition of maintaining good location
privacy. Therefore, the efficiency of dummy generation is
further improved. And the larger the k is, the better the
effect is.

5.2 Comparison of Physical Dispersion

In this paper, we compare the minimum distance of
dummies with SimpMaxMinDistDS, MaxMinDistDS and
the proposed method. The result is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The minimum distance vs. k

As can be seen from Figure 8, the minimum distance
between dummies of several methods is mostly reduced
with the increase of k, but the minimum distance of
the proposed method is obviously larger than the Max-
MinDistDS and SimpMaxMinDistDS. Because the pro-
posed method uses the clustering center algorithm in Al-
gorithm 1, and selects the dummies with relatively large
distance as the dummy location set, which gives priority
to ensuring physical dispersion between locations. How-
ever, the MaxMinDistDS first satisfies the semantic di-
versity and then guarantees the physical dispersion, and
the SimpMaxMinDistDS selects the larger in the physical
distance and the semantic distance as the dummy loca-
tion result set. From the experimental result we can see
that the proposed method has better physical dispersion.
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5.3 Comparison of Semantic Diversity

We compare the semantic diversity with the pro-
posed method, MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
DLS [18] through experiment. According to the semantic
diversity of the locations in the dummies result set, the
θ-secure is obtained, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: θ-secure vs. k

As can be seen from Figure 9, with the increase of
k value, the θ value of algorithm MaxMinDistDS and
SimpMaxMinDistDS basically do not change, and always
reach 1. The θ value of the proposed method is always
the maximum value 1, which can satisfy the requirement
of semantic l -diversity. The θ value of DLS is relatively
small, and always keeps a lower value. This is because the
semantic diversity of geographic location information is
considered in MaxMinDistDS, SimpMaxMinDistDS and
the proposed method, but in the DLS, the query proba-
bility between dummy locations is only considered, and
does not consider the semantic information. Moreover,
the locations with larger query probability are often in
hot areas, and the semantic information between these
locations is more similar, thus having greater semantic
similarity. Therefore, the semantic diversity of the DLS
method is poor, and the θ value is very small.

Through the comparison of experiments, it is found
that the proposed method takes less time to generate
dummy than other methods. Therefore, the proposed
method improves the efficiency of dummy generation, and
it further improves the quality of query service. More-
over, through the comparison of experiments, it is found
that the physical dispersion and semantic diversity of the
dummies selected by this method are better, which can
effectively prevent the attack of the opponent who has
mastered the characteristics of the geographical semantic
information. Therefore, this method not only guarantees
location privacy, but also improves the quality of query
services, and effectively balanced the contradiction be-
tween the effect of location privacy protection and the
quality of query service.

5.4 Safety Analysis

In dummy privacy protection, if k dummies are located
in one or some areas of concentration, the real location can
be easily obtained by reducing the search range. In this
case, k -anonymity only meets the requirement in quan-
tity, but does not achieve the effect of anonymity. In the
proposed method, the dummies are generated by Algo-
rithm 1, which are distributed uniformly in the region.
Therefore, the probability that any location can be dis-
tinguished from other k -1 locations is 1/k, and the effect
of anonymity is satisfied. On the basis of geographical
distribution, the better the physical dispersion between
locations, the better the anonymity.

In semantic attacks, an adversary easily deduces the
privacy information of the query user according to the
analysis of the semantic relationship between dummies.
The greater the difference of the semantic information
of geographic name, the better the diversification of lo-
cation semantics. In Algorithm 2, k locations with the
minimum semantic similarity as dummies, it satisfies the
requirement of geographic semantics l -diversification.

In conclusion, the proposed method meets the require-
ments of k -anonymity and l -diversity, and can effectively
protect location privacy.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the issues about location privacy protec-
tion based on dummies are discussed, and a k -anonymous
privacy protection method of dummy based on geographi-
cal semantics was presented. Two algorithms are included
in this method: adopting multicenter clustering algorithm
based on max-min distance, a number of cluster centers
are generated, which constitute a candidate set of dum-
mies in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 2, by calculating the
edit-distance between geographic name’s information of
locations, the semantic similarity between any two loca-
tions in the candidate set is obtained, and dummy lo-
cation result set with k -1 dummies are generated. We
evaluate our algorithms through a series of simulations,
which show that our algorithms can ensure the physical
dispersion and semantic diversity of locations, protect lo-
cation privacy effectively, and reduce the time of generat-
ing dummy.
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